
GO! Spinning Web Table Topper 

October 9, 2019 -  9:00 -12:00pm 

 

This project is designed as a table runner/topper adapted from the GO! Spinning Webs Throw Quilt, 

Accuquilt Pattern # PQ11619.  This classs version, consists of 3 12” blocks created from the Spider Web 

6” finished blocks, die #55487, framed with a 1”  inner folded border and a 3” single color outside 

border. Techniques for cutting and assembling the spider web block will be emphasized, and the 

alternate 2 color “triangle-in-a-square” optional border for the throw quilt will be demonstrated. 

Students may choose to make the 3-block table topper or work towards construction of the Spinning 

Webs Throw Quilt from the original pattern. Fabric requirements listed below are estimated for the 

table topper (approximate size,  17” x 40”); pattern PQ11619 lists fabric requirements for the throw 

quilt (approximate size 50” x 56”). Applique spiders can be machine appliqued or embroidered with 

Accuquilt free embroidery designs for Halloween Medley. Spiders can be embellished with buttons or 

crystals. 

Class supply list: 

Pattern: GO! Spinning Webs Throw Quilt PQ11619 

Go Dies:  #55487 Spider Web 6” finished (It is recommended for this class that you provide your 

own dies with cardboard direction cover, and corresponding mats) The store’s GO Big Electric Cutter will 

be available but you may also wish to bring your own cutter to avoid waiting and sharing. Please be sure 

your dies, mats, and directions have your name on them. 

  #55192 Halloween Medley 

Fabric requirements for table runner: 

Black (Web) 1 yard (web, border, backing) 

White  ½ yard (web) 

Gray  ½ yard (web corners) 

Green  ¼  yard (Spider appliques, folded border) 

Fusible Web (Heat n Bond light or similar) 6” x 18” 

Tear Away Stabilizer if embroidery is selected to finish the applique 

Batting  20” x 44” 

Embellishments as desired. 

General Sewing Supplies: Rotary cutter, scissors, ruler, pins, clips, Thread for piecing, applique and 

quilting, Sewing machine in good working order with power cord, foot pedal, ¼” foot, open toe foot or 

machine embroidery foot, 5” x 7” hoop and module with designs loaded on USB; Personal iron and 

pressing mat are recommended. 



 

 


